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I. INTRODUCTION

The lateral separation and multiplicity of deep under-
ground muon bundles are sensitive to the chemical com-
position and energy spectra of the primary cosmic rays
incident in the Earth s atmosphere, to their initial in-
teraction and to the ensuing hadronic cascade [1]. In this
paper we report on an analysis of multiple-muon events
observed during 7200 live hours of operation of the
MACRO detector at the Gran Sasso National Laborato-
ry. We specifically address aspects of the hadronic in-
teraction through a comparison of the decoherence func-
tion derived from our data with that expected from
Monte Carlo simulations based on recent results from
collider experiments. The sensitivity of multiple muon
rates to the cosmic-ray chemical composition is the focus
of a companion paper [2].

In the remainder of this section, we define the decoher-
ence function and outline the physics contributing to its
evolution. Subsequent sections are devoted to the Monte
Carlo simulation (Sec. II), the description of the MACRO
detector (Sec. III), data-selection criteria (Sec. IV), the
detector-independent data analysis methods (Sec. V), and
the comparison of the data with the Monte Carlo simula-
tion (Sec. VI). Conclusions are given in Sec. VII.

Deep underground muons observed in MACRO (aver-
age depth 3700 hg/cm of standard rock; minimum depth
3200 hg/cm ) are the decay products of high-energy
charged mesons, essentially pions and kaons, produced
by primary cosmic rays in the early stages of the hadron-
ic cascade in the atmosphere. The minimum primary en-
ergy (E;„) required to produce a single muon at the
detector depth is -3 TeV, while for two or more muons
(the sample considered in this analysis) E;„-20TeV.
These muons belong mostly to the kinematic region of
high rapidity (fragmentation region) [1], which is not
easily accessed by collider experiments.

In the laboratory frame, muons propagate through the
atmosphere in a narrow cone whose opening angle with
respect to the incident cosmic-ray direction is determined
by the energy and transverse momentum (P, ) distribution
of the parent mesons belonging to the cascade. By the
time they reach the detector depth, however, their lateral
spread about the common axis may be several meters.
The spatial separation of any pair of muons in a bundle
depends on the energy and interaction height of the
parent cosmic ray, their relative P„ the multiple
Coulomb scattering of muons in the rock overburden
above the underground laboratory, and, for oppositely
charged particles, the geomagnetic field. These processes
are essentially stochastic, and they contribute to a
broadened muon lateral distribution. In some cases,
these factors compete. For example, the hadronic in-
teraction cross section increases generally as a function of
ln(s) [3,4] (&s =center-of-mass energy), so that the in-
teraction height in the exponential atmosphere increases
slowly as the primary energy increases. But the opening
angle of the mesons decreases roughly in proportion to
the energy, which more than offsets the effect of the

greater path length to the detector. However, when the
incident particle is a heavy nucleus (with the same total
energy as a single proton}, the larger cross section in-
duces an earlier interaction without the accompanying
decrease in opening angle, so that the resultant muons
tend to arrive at the detector with a larger separation.

Because of its large acceptance for downward muons
(-3000 m sr for the completed six supermodules} and
excellent tracking (-1 cm average spatial resolution),
MACRO [5] is well suited for the measurement of the
muon lateral distribution. An underground muon detec-
tor typically measures the flux of muon pairs as a func-
tion of their separation. In the literature this measure-
ment is often expressed in the form of a decoherence
function which is strictly related to the muon pair distri-
bution with respect to the shower axis. We therefore
adopt the definition of the decoherence function [6] as the
rate of muon pairs per unit area, per steradian, per pair
separation determined on a plane orthogonal to the pair
direction:

d Nz(r, 8,$)/dr dQ

QT A(8$) dQ,

where d N /dr dQ is the density of pairs at distance r
and incidence angle (8,P), A is the projected detector
area in the (8,$) direction, Q is the total solid angle
defined by the limits of integration, and T is the exposure
time.

The distribution measured by a finite-size detector is
biased by the detector's dimensions. Pair separations
that exceed the detector's dimensions clearly cannot be
measured, nor can separations less than the spatial reso-
lution. The average separation of the muon pairs exceeds
6 m at Gran Sasso Laboratory depths and the latter case
includes less than 0.7% of the events, which is quite
negligible in MACRO.

A detector-independent decoherence function can be
unfolded from the measured one, up to the maximum
pair distance allowed by the apparatus, provided that the
detector geometry and efficiency are properly considered
in track reconstruction of the penetrating particles.

Because the detector response characteristics heavily
affect the measured pair distance distribution, only a
detector-independent treatment of the data can provide
results comparable with any detector-independent Monte
Carlo prediction and/or other experimental data. In this
respect we believe that it is important to establish cross-
checking procedures to avoid any bias in the results.
Two different and independent analysis methods have
been used to unfold the detector-independent decoher-
ence function from the measured lateral separations.
These are described in Sec. IV below.

The decoherence function depends on the chemical
composition of the primaries. However, this dependence
turns out to be weak because at least 65% (in the case of
the very extreme "heavy" composition model) of the
multiple-muon data used to determine the function
derives from a region of the cosmic-ray spectrum under
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800 TeV, where relatively few heavy nuclei have sufficient
energy to yield multiple muons in our detector [2].

We note that in the primary composition studies based
upon the rates of multiple muons underground [2,7], the
simulation of the muon multiplicity distribution in a
finite-size detector is influenced by the knowledge of the
muon lateral distribution. A comparison of the mea-
sured, detector-independent decoherence curve with the
Monte-Carlo —generated curves used in the multiplicity
analysis provides an important consistency check on the
hadronic interaction processes employed in the simula-
tions.

II. MONTE CARLQ SIMULATIQNS

The specific problem of determining the muon yield
and lateral distribution deep underground, in the context
of the general problem of describing the hadronic interac-
tion and extensive air shower cascade, has been studied
by different workers by means of Monte Carlo simula-
tions. These simulations typically include an interaction
model of primary nuclei with air nuclei, the cascade de-
velopment, and the muon transport through the rock. In
our Monte Carlo simulation, we used a parametrization
obtained from the HEMAs (hadrons, electrons, and muons
in air showers) code [8]. This code contains an interac-
tion model founded upon a phenomenological description
of minimum-bias events observed at pp and pp collider en-

ergies [3],essentially in the central pseudorapidity ( I &3)
region. This model, which includes observed scaling
violations and transverse momentum correlation with the
center-of-mass energy, is extrapolated to higher energy
according to a ln s behavior and to the high-rapidity
(fragmentation) region. Nuclear target effects are includ-
ed in order to reproduce the changes, with respect to
hadron-hadron interactions, in multiplicity, transverse
momentum, and rapidity that are observed in fixed-

target, hadron-nucleus experiments (mostly at 300 GeV/c
laboratory momentum) [9]. These features are assumed
to be still valid at the higher energies relevant to under-
ground experiments such as MACRO.

In the framework of the HEMAS code, nucleus-nucleus
interactions can be treated in two different ways: (i) by
superposition, where the interaction of a projectile of
mass number A and energy E is treated as a beam of A

independently interacting nucleons with individual ener-

gies E/A; (ii) according to a model of nuclear fragmen-
tation, as obtained from the analysis of a set of experi-
mental data of primary nuclei interacting in nuclear
emulsions [10].

The authors of HEMAS code estimate that the choice of
one model with respect to the other renders a maximum
variation of about 20% in the muon yield underground
and in the average separation of muon pairs. We regard
this variation as a measure of the systematic uncertainty
introduced by the hadronic interaction model into the
Monte Carlo program. Overall, HEMAS is considered a
substantial improvement over previous efforts [1], when

data from the CERN SppS and Fermilab Tevatron collid-
ers were not yet available.

Unlike the codes used to simulate accelerator physics,

in which the spectra of incident particles are nearly
mononenergetic, the codes used to model high-energy
cosmic-ray interactions must sample the projectile energy
from a wide, steeply falling, continuous spectrum. This
spectrum has a power-law behavior, and given the
MACRO size, exposure time, and depth, several decades
of energy must be sampled. The lower end of the
relevant spectrum is set by the minimum overburden and
corresponds to a primary threshold of a few TeV. The
steepness of the spectrum sets a practical upper limit,
which is effectively determined by the necessary exposure
(acceptance X live time) required to detect a statistically
significant number of high-energy events. The energy
range in our simulations extends from 3 up to 10 TeV.

We have investigated with HEMAS the range of kine-
matic variables, specifically primary energy and rapidity,
accessible with multiple muon detected underground at
the Gran Sasso Laboratory. As an input for the chemical
composition of the primary cosmic rays, we have chosen
the constant-mass-composition (CMC) model [11]. Fig-
ure 1 shows the energy distribution (in the nucleon-
nucleon system) for the interactions yielding multiple-
muon events underground. The average c.m. energy for
producing two or more muons is -515 GeV. Figure 2
shows the rapidity (y) distribution of parent mesons yield-

ing multiple muons underground in the nucleon-nucleon
c.m. frame. About 30% of these mesons are produced at

y ) 5. These values show that most of the relevant in-

teractions of the primary-cosmic-ray nucleons occur, if
not in the same rapidity range, on an energy scale
covered by existing data from accelerators.

For the nucleus-nucleus system, the energy distribution
is shown in Fig. 3. No accelerator data exist at present in

this range as far as hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus
interactions are concerned.

The HEMAS Monte Carlo calculation produces lateral
and multiplicity distributions of deep underground
muons for each setting of mass of parent primary nu-

cleus, its energy, its zenith angle, and rock depth. For
convenience, these have been parametrized and used in
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FIG. 1. Distribution of the muon bundles (n„~2) vs the

nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass energy (&s ) of the primary in-

teractions, as given by the HEMAs code using the CMC model.
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FIG. 2. Distribution of the muon bundles (n„~2) vs the
center-of-mass rapidity (y, ) of the secondary mesons pro-
duced in the primary-air interactions, as given by the HEMAs

code using the CMC model.

and are 12 m long. For each plane two coordinates are
digitally read out, the wire view and the pickup strip
view. Pickup aluminum strips are 3 crn wide and are
aligned at a stereo angle of 26. 5 with respect to the
streamer tubes. This arrangement allows a spatial resolu-
tion of 1.1 cm in both views, corresponding to an intrin-
sic angular resolution of 0.2' for muons crossing ten hor-
izontal planes. Tracks on the different views can be asso-
ciated in space in the majority of events, depending upon
the spatial separation and multiplicity. This is automati-
cally achieved when two tracks pass through separate
detector modules. When they are in the same module,
matching of hit wires and strips on the same detector
plane is accomplished by taking advantage of the stereo
angle of the strips with respect to the wires. In a fraction
of cases, the track pattern correspondence between the
two views is also used. The unique association of the
tracks permits the reconstruction of the distance between
muons starting from their projective views.

the comparison of our data with the Monte Carlo predic-
tions.

III. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
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The MACRO detector is located in Hall 8 of the Gran
Sasso underground laboratory. Detailed descriptions of
the apparatus are give in [5]. Briefly, it is a large-area
detector equipped with streamer tube chambers, liquid
scintillator tanks, and track-etch detectors arranged in a
modular structure (superrnodules}. Each of the six super-
modules is 12 mX12 mX9 m and consists of a 4.8-rn-

high lower level filled with rock absorber and a 4.2-m-

high hollow upper level. In this paper only data from the
lower level of the apparatus are included, and so only this
level will be described further. The tracking is performed
with the streamer tubes, which are distributed on ten hor-
izontal planes, separated by -60 g cm of CaCO& rock
absorbers, and on six planes on each vertical wall. The
streamer tubes have a square cross section of 3 X 3 cm

IV. DATA SELECTION

The modularity of the apparatus allows us to collect
data while we progressively enlarge the detector. The
analysis presented here is based on events acquired with
one supermodule (1SM) with 4900 h live time and two su-

permodules (2SM} with 2300 h. About 48000 multiple-
muon events have been collected in these periods.
Multiple-muon events are 3.8%%uo of total muon events in
1SM and 4.6% in 2SM. The analysis of muon pair sepa-
ration has been restricted to events with zenith angle not
greater than 60', to be consistent with the muon sample
generated by the Monte Carlo program [8], which as-
sumes a geometrically flat Earth and atmosphere. Secon-
dary particles (e.g., 5 rays, pions) produced by interac-
tions in the surrounding rock or in the detector absorber
are rejected by parallelism cut. This cut selects muon
pairs with relative angle less than 3' in the projected
view. This criterion is very loose for the muon bundles at
our depths, which have angular divergences around 1'
mainly because of the multiple scattering in the rock. In
Table I we list the number of events and muon pairs that
have been used in the analysis. The resulting total num-
ber of unambiguously reconstructed muon pairs is 20454
for 1SM and 31409 for the 2SM sample. In Table II is
reported the fraction of unambiguously reconstructed
muon pairs in events of different muon multiplicities and
in the two different detector acceptances.

Figure 4 shows the distributions of the pair distances
for each data sample, normalized to the total number of
events falling in the range between 0 and 4 m, namely, in
the region of the maximum number of events. The distri-
butions differ in the region of higher separations,
reflecting the doubling of detector area.

—4
10

I i r i i I i & & & I i i & i I

4000 8000 12000 16000 20000

vs (Gev)

V. DETECTOR-INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS
METHODS

FIG. 3. Distribution of the muon bundles (n„~2) as func-
tion of the nucleus-nucleus center-of-mass energy (&s ) of the
primary interaction, as given by the HEMAS code using the CMC
model.

For a given event configuration, the containment
efficiency, i.e., the fraction of the muon bundle that
passes through the detector, depends on the apparatus
acceptance. Furthermore, in a projective detector such
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TABLE I. Event sampling.

1SM: 4934.9 h live time (Feb. 1989—Apr. 1990)

Total number of multiple muon events
Number of events with at least one unambiguously reconstructed pair
Number of events surviving the 0&60' cut
Number of unambiguously reconstructed pairs
Number of unambiguously reconstructed pairs surviving parallelism cut

2SM: 2334.3 h live time (May 1990—Sept. 1990)
Total number of multiple muon events
Number of events with at least one unambiguously reconstructed pair
Number of events surviving the 0&60' cut
Number of unambiguously reconstructed pairs
Number of unambiguously reconstructed pairs surviving parallelism cut

22 151
16432
15 972
21 418
20454

26016
21 696
21 120
31 829
31 409

MACRO, we must calculate the percentage of events for
which it is possible to measure the actual muon pair sepa-
ration (unambiguously reconstructed pairs), i.e., the frac-
tion of pairs whose projected tracks on wire and strip
views can be unambiguously associated one to the other.
The probability to reconstruct completely one pair de-
pends on muon separation, direction, and the detector
geometry.

As already mentioned, two independent methods have
been used to perform the unfolding of the decoherence
function from the experimental data. Both account for
the finite size of the detector and its efficiency for recon-
structing muon distances.

The first unfolding procedure calculates the contain-
ment and reconstruction efficiency of each muon pair as a
function of the incidence angle and pair distance, by
means of a detailed Monte Carlo simulation of the experi-
mental configuration. In this procedure we apply the
weight 2/M(M —1) to the independent pairs belonging
to the same event and we follow the same prescription for

the simulated data set, considering at this time the actual
event multiplicity N. In this way the total weight of each
event is the same (i.e., weight= 1), so that rarer high-
multiplicity events do not bias the distributions. We em-
phasize that this detector-independent decoherence func-
tion, hereafter named G'(r), with respect to the distribu-
tion containing all the independent pairs, receives a
smaller contribution from the richest bundles, and for
this reason it rejects the lower-primary-energy region to
which MACRO is sensitive.

The second unfolding procedure is based on a Monte
Carlo treatment of experimentally observed events. It al-
lows us to estimate the contribution of a bundle whose
true multiplicity is N to events whose detected multiplici-
ty is M. It is thus possible to give a decoherence function
G~(r) for each true bundle multiplicity. This decoher-
ence can be compared directly with the distributions ob-
tained by a detector-independent Monte Carlo program.
Because of the statistical limitations of the event sample
considered in this analysis, only the decoherence func-

TABLE II. Efficiency of unambiguous reconstruction of the pairs vs muon multiplicities.

1SM

Muon multiplicity

2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10

Number of events

13 734
1472
502
167
51
27
13

5

1

17 424
2314

853
301
136
55
26

6
2

Number of pairs

13 734
4416
3012
1670
765
567
364
180
45

2SM
17 424

6942
5118
3010
2040
1155
728
216
90

Number of
unambiguously

reconstructed pairs

13016
4302
1728
738
267
223
133
41

6

17 127
6831
3400
1815
1163
603
301

84
13

(%)

95
97
57
44
35
39
37
23
13

98
98
66
60
57
52
41
39
14
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interpolation of the values obtained from the Monte Car-
lo calculation.

We have

dF(r, 8,$}
dQ

Nb(e, y)
N' (r, 8, P ) /[M'(M' 1—) ]

A (8,$)E(r, 8,$)
(4)

and the decoherence function is finally given by

r (cm) G'(r}= ' ' dQ
dQ

(5)

FIG. 4. Muon separation distributions measured by
MACRO with one supermodule (144 m horizontal area) and
two supermodules (288 m horizontal area).

tions at the lowest multiplicity (i.e., dimuon, trimuon,
and quadmuon events) have been analyzed.

The agreement between the two methods constitutes an
important test for the reliability of the detector-
independent decoherence function.

where Nb(8, $) is the number of collected bundles in the
(8,$) direction, N'(r, 8,$) is the number of pairs belong-
ing to the ith bundle at separation r, M' is the number of
unambiguously reconstructed pairs in the bundle, A (8,$)
is the projected detector area in a plane orthogonal to the
(8,$) direction, e(r, 8,$) is the efficiency function de-
scribed above, Ar is the separation bin width (40 cm), 0 is
the solid angle defined by the limits of integration,
2n.[1—cos(60')], and T is the exposure time.

A. Unfolding of the decoherence
from the ~hole pair sample

The first unfolding procedure consists in determining,
for each detector configuration (1SM, 2SM), the contain-
ment probability P, (r, 8,$) as a function of the muon sep-
aration r and of the incidence angle (8,$). This probabil-
ity vanishes as r approaches the maximum detector size.
The efficiency e for measuring the separation of a muon
pair in MACRO is obtained as the product of P, times
the efficiency to uniquely determine the pair distance,
E,»(r, 8,$)

In practice, e is obtained by means of a detailed Monte
Carlo program based on the GEANT [12] code simulating
the MACRO detector. We have generated Ng muon
pairs at fixed relative separation r and fixed incidence an-
gle in which at least one muon falls inside the apparatus.
We have recorded the number of pairs entering the detec-
tor, N„„„and the number of unambiguously reconstruct-
ed muon paris, N„„„using the same programs employed
to analyze the real data. The Monte Carlo data sets refer
to steps of 40 cm in distance and 0.06 sr in solid angle.
The steps are small enough to have little variation in
detector acceptance and efficiency, and they contain
around 1000 events to mitigate statistical Auctuations.
We obtain the efficiency from

B. Unfolding
of the decoherence from the bundle configurations

In the second unfolding method, we calculate the ac-
ceptance of different multiplicity muon bundles from
their geometrical configuration and incidence direction
with respect to the detector. For each detected event, a
geometrical configuration C is defined by the positions of
the muons with respect to the axis of the bundle in the
plane orthogonal to the incidence direction (8,$). To
define the configuration C, the muon bundle must be
unambiguously reconstructed. Therefore only bundles
with projected tracks unambiguously associated with one
another can be handled by this technique. This bias
affecting the event sample has been considered in the
analysis as shown below.

The method proceeds through the following steps: (a)
For each event with multiplicity M and direction (8,$),
its configuration C is randomly rotated and translated

N«„ times over an area A,„ larger than the detector's
projected area Ad„, producing N, „„"pseudo events"; (b)
For each simulated "pseudoevent" the multiplicity M'
( ~ M ) is computed using the same criteria employed to
analyze real data; and, (c) the acceptance to detect that
event as a bundle with multiplicity M' ~ M is then defined
by

E(r, 8,$)=N„„„(r,8, $)/Ng(r, 8,$)

and, separately,

(2)
A (M ~M', C, 8,P }= lim A,„

n(M')
N try

E„,(r, 8,$)=N„„„(r,8, $)/N~„, (r, 8,$), .

which is used by the second unfolding procedure (see Sec.
V B}. This calculation has been performed for one and
two super modules (horizontal planes only}. The
efficiency at any distance has been determined by spline

where n(M') is the number of "pseudoevents" detected
with multiplicity M'. In practice, we choose
N« = 10000, which is a good compromise between
sufficient statistical accuracy on the calculated accep-
tance and a reasonable computing time.

To evaluate the decoherence function for a given true
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multiplicity N, we analyze the events with multiplicity
~N. We calculate the decoherence function by weight-
ing each detected event with the inverse of its relevant ac-
ceptance, A(N~N), and then we take into account the
contributions of events with true multiplicity No & N
which are detected as bundles with multiplicity N. This
contribution is estimated from events with detected mul-

tiplicity No&N and from the calculated acceptances
A(No &N~N). The bias introduced by the requirement
for unambiguous association is taken into account by
weighting each pair in the event with the inverse of the
efficiency of unambiguous pair reconstruction,
E„,(r, 8,$). This efficiency is a function of the pair sepa-
ration and incidence direction.

For each true multiplicity N, we obtain
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the input distance distribution and
the reconstructed function using the second unfolding method
(see Sec. V B). Dotted line, input function; points with error
bars, results of the unfolding procedure.

multiplicity N +1 and is simply a scale factor, indepen-
dent from (r, 8,$).

The decoherence function is then given by

dF~(r, 8,$)
G~(r)= J dQ,

where Nb(N, B,Q) is the number of completely recon-
structed bundles with multiplicity N and incidence direc-
tion (8,$), N' is the number of pairs belonging to the ith

bundle at separation r, 3' is the acceptance defined
above, E„,(r, B,rtp) is the association efficiency,
g(NO&N~N) is the estimated fraction of events with
true multiplicity No & N detected as bundles with multi-

plicity N, b, r is the separation bin width (40 cm), 0 is the
total solid angle defined by the limits of integrations,
2n.[1—cos(60') ], and, T is the exposure time.

We have found that, at least for low multiplicities, the
correction term (1—g) is dominated by the bundles with

C. Consistency check of the two methods

In order to check the two unfolding procedures, we
tried to reconstruct an a priori known muon lateral distri-
bution which spans the entire distance range of real pairs.
The events generated by this distribution have been pro-
cessed through the same unfolding procedures as experi-
mental data. The agreement between the unfolded curves
and the input function (Figs. 5 and 6) confirms the ability
of our algorithms to reconstruct the decoherence distri-
bution.

Both procedures provide compatible decoherence func-
tions when data acquired from one and two supermodules
are analyzed. Figure 7 shows the superposition of these
decoherence curves, normalized to the total number of
events that fall within the common separation interval
(12 m). The consistency of the results constitutes another
check for the analysis methods and allows us to combine
the entire analyzed data sample. Furthermore, because
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the decoherence functions for one

(solid circles) and two (open circles) supermodules.
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the results of each method mutually agree, we infer that
the procedures properly account for the detector perfor-
mance, within present statistics.

VI. RESULTS AND COMPARISON
WITH MONTE CARLO DATA

The shape of the decoherence function has been corn-
pared with the results of the Monte Carlo simulation in
Sec. II, based on the HEMAS code published in [8]. Pri-
mary nuclei have been sampled from an isotropic angular
distribution, in the energy range from 3 up to 10 TeV,
and divided into five contiguous energy bands. From
each band similar event statistics have been compiled. A
total of about 8 X 10 underground muons have been gen-
erated for each chemical composition model of the pri-
mary cosmic rays.

The simulation code does not include geomagnetic-field
effects. We have independently evaluated the average
muon separation induced by the magnetic field and found
it to be approximately 0.5 m. This is smaller than the
systematic uncertainty introduced by the treatment of the
nucleus-nucleus interaction in the Monte Carlo code,
which is about 20% of the average lateral displacement
of muons.

Another systematic uncertainty is introduced by our
assumed model of mass composition of the cosmic-ray
primaries. We have used two composition models in ad-
dition to the CMC to investigate this point. These are the
Maryland composition [13) ("heavy"), which is heavier
than the CMC, and a low-energy composition (LEC) with
an enhanced proton component [14] ("light" ), which is
lighter than the CMC. All models have been adjusted to
the same all-particle spectrum [15]. The decoherence
functions related to different mass compositions are
shown in Fig. 8. The average separation changes by
about 10% between the two extreme models, going from
883 cm ("heavy" model) to 806 cm ("light" model). This
difference is within the expected systematics of the in-
teraction model employed to simulate the atmospheric
showers. Conversely, the difference in muon multiplicity
rates predicted by these models can be quite well ex-
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FIG. 9. Comparison of the experimental decoherence distri-
bution with simulations from the parametrization of two
different Monte Carlo codes, using the CMC model.

plored by our experiment and it is the subject of another
paper [2].

Figure 9 shows the experimental decoherence curve
(average of 1SM and 2SM samples) obtained by our first
unfolding procedure superimposed with the results of this
Monte Carlo calculation, assuming the CMC model as
the primary mass composition [11]. In the same figure,
we also show the results obtained by replacing in the
Monte Carlo simulation the parametrization of the
shower development with that published in [1,16], where
a simplified hadronic interaction model was used. Such a
model is evidently not consistent with our data. In Fig. 9
we also note a possible deviation at large separations be-
tween data and the HEMAS model, but this is within the
systematic uncertainty introduced by the hadronic in-
teraction model. In Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), we report
analogous comparisons for dimuon and trimuon bundles
in which our second unfolding procedure is used.

The muon separation depends mainly on the muon
production height, transverse momentum of parent
mesons, and multiple scattering of the muons in the rock
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FIG. 13. Simulated decoherence function in a fixed rock
depth interval (a) for three different zenith ranges and (b) in a
fixed zenith-angle interval for two different ranges of rock
depth.

surrounding the laboratory. We computed with the
HEMAS code these quantities. In Fig. 11 we show the dis-
tribution of the transverse momentum of the parent
mesons giving at least two muons underground. The
average value is 550 MeV/c. In Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), we
show the average muon displacement from the shower
axis as a function of the transverse momentum and pro-
duction height, measured along the shower axis. The
average vertical production height is 20 km, and the
average displacement from the shower axis due to the
multiple scattering through the rock overburden is 1.2 m.

In order to study the decoherence function's behavior
at different muon average energies in the atmosphere
(reflecting different average primary energies) and at
different mean distances from the primary interaction
point, we integrate over restricted zenith-angle intervals
and over specific windows of rock depth. In this analysis
we must avoid correlations between rock depth and angle
that can be introduced by the mountain shape. To study
the dependence on the zenith angle, we have chosen a
depth interval ranging from 3750 up to 4150 hg/cm,

where all cos6I intervals give comparable contribution to
the event sample. To investigate the rock depth depen-
dence, a suitable cos0 interval is that between 0.8 and 0.9,
for which we can study the rock depths from 3350 up to
4950 hg/cm . We have subdivided this interval into four
regions 400 hg/cm wide.

Figure 13(a) shows the Monte Carlo results according
to Ref. [8] for three different cos8 windows at fixed
depths, and Fig. 13(b) is at fixed cos8 for two depth inter-
vals. We see that the average separation increases with
zenith angle and decreases with rock depth. In Fig. 14
are shown the experimental and Monte Carlo data at
0. 8 & cos8 & 0.9 and 3750 & h & 4150 hg/cm . In Table
III we list the average distances, computed for experi-
mental and Monte Carlo (MC) data between 0 and 24 m,
obtained from decoherence functions at various depths
and zenith angles. It is important to note that the behav-
ior predicted by the simulation is quantitatively
confirmed.

Other experiments have made similar measurements.
The Frejus Collaboration has performed a detector-
independent measurement of the lateral displacernent of
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FIG. 14. Comparison of the experimental decoherence distri-
bution obtained by the first unfolding method with the Monte
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TABLE III. Mean distances (0-24 m).

cos8

0.5-0.6
0.6-0.7
0.7-0.8
0.8-0.9
0.9-1.0

3570(h &4150 hg/cm
(r) (cm) data

1877+400
955+150
851+100
786+50
667+30

(r) (cm) MC

1021%7
927+5
843+5
765+6
699+4

0.8 ( cos8(0.9
Rock depth (hg/cm') (r) (cm) data (r) (cm) MC

3350-3750
3750-4150
4150-4550
4550-4950

801+30
786+50
785+80
725+90

831+4
765+6
675+9

619+13

muons from the shower axis [17],based on an assumption
of the precise functional form of lateral displacement dis-
tribution. They find a correlation of the decoherence
with zenith angle but not with rock depth. A decrease of
the average displacement for increasing muon multiplici-
ty is also found, as expected from the correlation of mul-
tiplicity with primary energy. Similar measurements
have been performed by the Baksan experiment [18].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Our present analysis is consistent with the hadronic in-
teraction model used in [8]. The decoherence function
derives from the convolution of the height of primary in-
teraction in the atmosphere with the P, of the parent
mesons in the laboratory energy range 10—10 TeV. An
analysis based on a full Monte Carlo simulation of
nucleus-nucleus interactions can provide a powerful tool
to assess the validity of different models currently em-
ployed to describe the hadronic cascades. Much work is
in progress in this field, but nevertheless our results al-
ready suggest that the P, distribution of mesons produced
in the fragmentation region at &s -500 GeV follows the
distribution measured by collider experiments in the cen-
tral rapidity region, provided that the extension from pp
results to pN and NN interactions described in [8] is still
valid at these energies.

In the future new data will be available with the full
MACRO length (over 70 m}. This will allow us to in-
crease the sensitivity of our measurements and to better
investigate the dependence of muon separation on the
different parameters. Possible scaling violations in the
fragmentation region due to parton-parton scattering
could be revealed by the decoherence shape at large dis-
tances. We shall also be able to study the decoherence
function with the sample of data taken in coincidence
with the EASTOP surface array [7], which measures size
of extensive air showers.
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